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ABSTRACT

A discussion group is a repeated, synchronized conversation
organized around a specific topic. Groups are extremely
valuable to the attendees, creating a sense of community
among like-minded users. While groups may involve many
users, there are many outside the group that would benefit
from participation. However, finding the right group is not
easy given their quantity and given topic overlap. We study
the following problem: given a search query, find a good
ranking of discussion groups. We describe a random walk
model for how users select groups: starting with a group rel-
evant to the query, a hypothetical user repeatedly selects an
authoritative user in the group and then moves to a group
according to what the authoritative user prefers. The sta-
tionary distribution of this walk yields a group ranking. We
analyze this random walk model, demonstrating that it en-
joys many natural properties of a desirable ranking algo-
rithm. We study groups on Twitter where conversations
can be organized via pre-designated hashtags. These groups
are an emerging phenomenon and there are at least tens of
thousands in existence today according to our calculations.
Via an extensive collection of experiments on one year of
tweets, we show that our model effectively ranks groups,
outperforming several baseline solutions.
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H.3.3 [Information Systems]: Information Search and Re-
trieval; J.4 [Computer Applications]: Social and Behav-
ioral Sciences
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many venues exist for holding group conversations on the

Internet. For example, forum sites, Internet Relay Chat,
newsgroups and Yahoo groups have been widely studied. In
this paper, we study discussion groups, which are groups
that repeatedly meet at a mutually agreed upon time with
the goal of discussing a particular topic.

We specifically study Twitter discussion groups where prior
work shows that some discussions may be organized via pre-
designated hashtags [13]. For example, wine aficionados
append the hashtag #winechat during their conversations.
Those interested follow the hashtag to listen during the pre-
agreed upon time. The topics of these chats span multiple
categories, from arts to education, entertainment and hob-
bies.

Our goal is to develop a method that will enable new users
to search for discussion groups. A key question is given a
search query, how can we rank discussion groups according
to where the query is best discussed?

A natural approach is to treat the question as a classical
web page ranking problem. In other words, treat the con-
tent of all messages exchanged in a discussion group as a
web page and order the web pages using traditional infor-
mation retrieval metrics such as TFIDF [42]. We study such
approaches as a baseline upon which our methods should im-
prove. But in the case of Twitter, and other social networks,
we have more information at our disposal beyond the con-
tent of the message. For example, we know who contributed
to which discussion group, as well as some indication of the
authoritativeness of a user. We study how these additional
signals can be used to generate an improved ranking.

We are not aware of any existing work on ranking dis-
cussion groups. There is related work in the area of ranking
threads within a discussion, where the goal is to prevent new
users from posting the same question twice [17] but, to our
knowledge, nothing in the area of ordering groups.

In this paper, we begin by defining a discussion group,
which is a generalization of a group chat [13]. We seek
groups that have repeatedly met in a short window of time,
where a group meets if a significant fraction of the traffic
generated by the group takes place in a narrow window of
time. This more general definition will give users of a group
ranking engine the ability to search over a larger collection
of groups.

We describe a new model for ranking groups called the
group preference model: for a given search query, a hypo-
thetical user starts with a group where the topic is discussed



and repeatedly finds an authoritative user in the group and
walks to a random group according to what the authori-
tative user prefers. With small probability the hypothetical
user jumps to a random group. The model resembles PageR-
ank [4] where a random surfer repeatedly follows outgoing
links and jumps to a random node with small probability.
A key difference is that in our model the hypothetical user
bounces back and forth between groups and authoritative
participants.

The technical exploration of this paper is devoted to un-
derstanding how our ranking algorithm responds to small
perturbations in the input. Observe that the data that
feeds our group preference model is constantly changing:
e.g., meeting attendance patterns may shift over time and
a user’s authoritativeness may rise and fall over time. We
still want good groups to remain near the top of the rank-
ing, particularly if the underlying data continues to support
it. One notion of such good behavior is rank stability [37],
but this turns out to be a very strong requirement: for ex-
ample, the well-known PageRank and HITS algorithms are
not rank-stable. Instead, we make a more specific list of
desirable properties, and show that our algorithm satisfies
them. For example, if one group is universally preferred to
another according to a dataset and we add a new user to the
dataset who holds the same preference, then our algorithm
will also retain the preference. In a similar vein, if a user
has an exclusive preference for some group, then increasing
that user’s authority cannot hurt that group’s ranking.

We conduct an experiment on one year of tweets. We iden-
tify a collection of 27K discussion groups (hashtags) from
this data. We create a set of group queries based on queries
posed to Yahoo groups and a ground truth ranking of hash-
tags for these queries. We compare the performance of our
algorithm with the performance of several natural baseline
algorithms in terms of precision, recall, mean average preci-
sion, and NDCG and show that our algorithm outperforms
the baselines on all of these metrics.

2. RELATED WORK
Our work sits in the context of other work in online fo-

rums, ranking, recommendation, group membership and group
chats. We describe findings in these areas, as well as how
our work relates.

Search in Online Forums While we are not aware of pre-
vious work on ranking discussion groups, there is work ad-
dressing related search problems. Online forums are similar
to discussion groups, but generally involve parallel, asyn-
chronous discussion threads instead of synchronized meet-
ings. There is work on finding forum threads relevant to a
query [17], as well as matching questions to answers [12].
The goal of this line of research is to prevent people from
posting the same question twice. In contrast, the unit of
retrieval in our work is a discussion group, rather than a
thread. Also, we seek to a connect a user to a like-minded
community of individuals where they can engage in repeated
conversations, rather than find a closely matching question.

Ranking Models Given a search query, our group pref-
erence model describes a user (the seeker) who starts at a
random group where the query is discussed, then repeatedly
finds an authoritative participant in that group and then a
group where that person discusses the query. The model

is related to the Random Surfer Model [4] where a random
walk repeatedly follows outgoing links on a directed graph.
Our model differs in that we are bouncing back and forth
between two kinds of nodes (groups and authoritative par-
ticipants). Also, the transition probabilities depend on the
query, and are determined by social interactions instead of
links between documents. Both models include a teleport
probability that the walk jumps to a completely random
node, and in both models, the walk’s stationary distribution
is used to rank nodes. Our model is similar to personalized
PageRank [25] in that the probability of teleporting to a
group can depend on features such as how often the query is
discussed in the group. Some of the mathematics developed
for PageRank regarding how small changes to a graph affect
the stationary distribution [10] are useful in our work (§5.1).

The group preference model is also related to HITS [32]
which assigns hub and authority values to each node on
a graph. The hub and authority scores complement each
other in much the same way that the group preference seeker
spends more time on participants with authority in highly
ranked discussion groups, and groups preferred by highly-
ranked participants. One important difference is that the
HITS algorithm computes each new hub or authority score
as a sum of neighboring values, whereas our model, since
it follows a random walk, averages the values. Averaging
has the advantage that a discussion group with very many
participants but only marginally related to a query can be
ranked lower than a collection of groups very related to a
query that comes from a community of groups and partici-
pants who reinforce each other with evidence of preference
and authority (§5.2). Another difference is that we allow
the group preference seeker, when jumping from a person
to a group, to use the previous group visited to inform the
decision. For example, it is within the scope of our model
for the seeker to only jump to groups that the person prefers
to the previous group.

Implementing our model to serve a large number of queries
would introduce scalability challenges similar to those faced
by the HITS algorithm. For example, both models use a
different graph for every query. There is past work on im-
proving the efficiency of the HITS and related MAX and
SALSA algorithms [36, 39, 47]. There has also been work
on the similarly challenging problem of pre-computing per-
sonalized PageRank results for every starting node [14, 25].

The random shopper model [23] was developed in the con-
text of online shopping and is also related. Each feature is
represented as a directed graph over products with an edge
from one product to another if it is better according to that
feature. For example, if the feature is “lower price”, then the
user will walk to a cheaper product. The process of select-
ing a product starts at a random one, and then repeatedly
selects a feature according to its importance and walks to
a better product according to that feature. The principle
goal is to learn the relative importance of each feature. One
can view the features as authoritative participants and the
walk within a feature as selecting a group according to the
participants’ preferences. The random choice of feature to
select is independent of which product the random shop-
per has reached. In our work, the group that the seeker
walks to intentionally depends on which authoritative par-
ticipant was selected. In our work, the technical emphasis
is in demonstrating that under reasonable changes to the
underlying data, the ranking will remain unchanged, while



in that work the emphasis was on showing how the ordering
can and should flip [48] depending on which other products
are shown.

Learning to Rank There is a large body of work in the
learning to rank literature [6, 7, 11, 27] that on the sur-
face seems relevant to the discussion group ranking problem.
These techniques learn a function that given a search query
and URL produce a score for how well the URL matches the
query. However, these techniques require training data indi-
cating how well a URL matches a given query. This training
data can either be editorially judged or inferred from click
activity [1, 28]. We note that obtaining training data for
our search problem is quite challenging. For a human judge
who is external to a search query and a group to evaluate the
relevance of a group to a query is quite difficult and time-
consuming, as we ourselves discovered as candidate judges.
Furthermore, since no discussion group ranking system is
in existence today, no click activity exists for inferring rel-
evance. Instead, we use meeting attendance patterns, mes-
sage content and user authority to drive a model of group
preference.

Recommending Hashtags and Groups The general prob-
lem of recommending hashtags has been previously studied
where given a tweet, the goal is to find a relevant hashtag.
In one approach, the text of the tweet is used to identify
similar tweets, and then a hashtag is recommended based
on those found in similar tweets [34]. In other methods, the
users who tweet about the subject may be used to find a rel-
evant hashtag [20]. Note that arbitrary hashtags may never
meet again. Indeed, prior work shows that 86% of hashtags
have been used less than five times [52]. Such hashtags are
not relevant to our problem of helping a new user find a
future conversation. Further, since prior techniques are ap-
plied to arbitrary hashtags, the work does not take advan-
tage of the fact that some of these hashtags are discussion
groups — whose richer structure can be exploited to deduce
higher quality rankings. We are motivated by applications
where a new user seeks a future conversation. The hashtag
prediction problem — given a user, predict which hashtags
they will use in the future — has also been studied [51].
Many interesting characteristics of a hashtag are identified
as useful for effective prediction, such as the prestige of a
hashtag. These characteristics could also be used to create
richer models of group preference.

There is also past work on recommending groups in online
social networks [45], based on a user’s existing social links
and without any query. In our work, we hope to introduce
a user with a topic of interest (query) to relevant discussion
groups, even if the user is not yet a member of the system
that hosts the groups.

Group Membership There is a substantial body of work
in understanding why people join and remain in online com-
munities. The size of a group is known to affect whether a
user joins a group. Too many messages drive people away [8,
29], while having too few inhibits community responsive-
ness [38]. The level of moderation also plays a role [44].
The more friends a user has in a group, the more likely they
are to join [33], and this likelihood increases if their friends
are in turn connected [2]. If a user receives a response to
their first message to a community, it increases the likelihood

that they will subsequently interact with the community [3,
30]. A first response is also known to increase the speed
at which a second message is posted [35]. Linguistic com-
plexity reduces the chance of a response [50], and linguistic
discrepancy can signal a user’s departure from a group [15].
Our work differs in that we seek to connect a user to a group
that was previously unknown to them. Our goal is to rank
the best groups for discussing a particular topic. Richer
contextual clues (friends in the group, linguistic coherence,
etc.) that are known to drive group membership could lead
to better and more personalized rankings.

Group Chats A group chat [13] is defined by three prop-
erties that we state for completeness. (1) Regular: In a
group, people who share an interest meet on a regular ba-
sis over a prolonged period of time. (2) Synchronized: In
a group, meetings occur for a fixed duration at a specified
time. (3) Cohesive: Members in a group communicate with
each other over the course of many meetings. In contrast,
the definition of a discussion group explored in this paper
is looser and focuses on the second property. We replace
the notion of a regular meeting, e.g., once a week, with one
where the group meets multiple times. We also remove the
requirement that the group be cohesive. The resulting set
of groups is much larger – 1500 group chats versus 27K dis-
cussion groups, though still not as large as the number of
Yahoo groups (∼6M according to [3]). Where the previous
work was concerned with measuring the number and variety
of group chats, and therefore called for a more conservative
definition, the goal of the current work is to provide a com-
prehensive discussion group ranking algorithm, and is best
served by a broader definition, providing a large number
of candidates as input. The goal of [13] was to design algo-
rithms that could automatically find group chats on Twitter.
The emphasis of our work is on ranking discussion groups
so that we can connect a new user to a group.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider any setting where many groups g1, . . . , gn meet

often to discuss various topics. Our goal is to help a user
with a topic of interest (the query) to find a relevant discus-
sion group in which to participate. We hope that such an
algorithm will help people to find others with similar inter-
ests, and give them a place to ask questions and share stories.

Discussion Groups We begin by describing the kind of
group we seek. Since we wish to find a place for the user
to have discussions, we restrict our attention to groups that
have proved themselves by holding meetings in the past:

Definition 3.1 (Discussion group). A meeting is a
span of time at most w hours long during which at least a γ
fraction of all of the group’s interactions in a specified time
period happen. A collection of meetings constitutes a candi-
date discussion group if there have been at least m different
meetings.

In other words, a discussion group should have many discus-
sions that last for some short period of time, typically one
or two hours.

Problem Statement Given a query topic q that a user is
interested in, we have two closely related goals. First, to
understand which discussion group the user would choose



to attend after spending some time on their own exploring
groups related to topic q. Second, to develop an algorithm to
predict these preferences, in order to save time or to suggest
discussion groups to a user who would not otherwise embark
on such an exploration.

Problem 3.2. Given a query topic q, we wish to find a
set of discussion groups g1, . . . , gr relevant to q, together with
a ranking on those groups: we say gi >q gj if our algorithm
determines that group gi is preferable to gj in the context of
topic q.

We also seek to understand what characteristics influence a
user’s decision to prefer one discussion group over another.
To this end, we will investigate a variety of characteristics.

Twitter Interpretation To interpret Definition 3.1 in the
context of Twitter, we say that ameeting is a w-hour window
of time that contains at least a γ fraction of all tweets sent
during that week, and a set of tweets forms a chat if there
are at least m weeks that contain a meeting. We make the
simplifying assumption that every chat has a hashtag that is
not used by any other chat — this is usually the case in our
experience. In this work, we set out to solve Problem 3.2
via Twitter discussion groups.

4. MODEL
To solve Problem 3.2, we propose a model called the group

preference model for the process a user (the seeker) inter-
ested in a topic q might follow to choose among the relevant
discussion groups. The seeker begins by finding an arbitrary
relevant group g0. They then find a participant p0 who holds
some degree of authority in the group g0. By looking at p0’s
profile page, they look at the other discussion groups that
p0 participates in, and choose a group g1 that p0 shows a
preference for. The seeker continues alternating between
discussion groups and people g0, p0, g1, p1, . . . and eventu-
ally stops on one of the discussion groups.

An important feature of this model is that it makes use of
social signals. This allows a community of discussion groups
and people around a topic to be promoted through a feed-
back effect (§5.2). The model also satisfies several desirable
properties described in §5.1. See §2 for a comparison to some
similar ranking models.

We begin our precise description of the model by describ-
ing in more detail the steps of jumping from a discussion
group to a participant and from a participant to a group.

4.1 Authority Score Aq,g(p)

After arriving at a discussion group g, the seeker chooses
a participant to jump to according to their authority score.
The authority of different participants p within a group g is
quantified by authority scores Aq,g(p) which form a proba-
bility distribution. The scores could be determined in many
different ways. For example, we could assign equal weight
to every person who has participated in g. Alternatively, we
could assign weight proportional to the number of followers,
or the number of @-mentions received by the person.

4.2 Preference Score Pq,p,g(g
′)

After arriving at a participant p from a group g, the seeker
looks at various discussion groups p has participated in and
jumps to one according to the preference score. For a query
q, participant p, and last group g, the preference scores

Pq,p,g(g
′) of participant p for different groups g′ form a prob-

ability distribution (that is,
∑

g′ Pq,p,g(g
′) = 1). One simple

way to determine Pq,p,g(g
′) is to make it proportional to the

number of meetings of group g′ that p took the time to at-
tend. We may also wish the preference score to depend on
the last group g that the seeker visited. In particular, our
implementation (described in §6.2) requires that the seeker
never jump to a group g′ if p is less active in g′ than in g.

4.3 Teleport Distribution Dq

After each step, with some probability λ ∈ (0, 1) the seeker
decides to cut short their current exploration, and chooses a
new random discussion group to start from. For example, in
the context of Twitter, the seeker might use Twitter’s search
feature to find a new potential group. This is analogous to
the teleportation step of PageRank, where the surfer some-
times jumps to a uniformly random web page. The probabil-
ity distribution the seeker uses to jump to a new discussion
group is a parameter of our model, called the teleport dis-
tribution Dq, and is over discussion groups relevant to the
topic q. Dq plays the same role as the preference vector
in personalized PageRank [25, 40]. As with PageRank, one
simple choice is to set Dq(g) = 1

n
for every relevant group

g, where n is the number of such groups. Alternatively, we
may wish to capture the notion that the seeker is more likely
to start at discussion groups which are more strongly rele-
vant to the topic q. In the context of Twitter, we could set
the teleport probability Dq(c) of a chat c to be proportional
to the number of tweets in chat c where q is mentioned di-
vided by the total number of tweets in chat c. However Dq

is determined, it should be normalized so that the sum of
probabilities is one. We require Dq(g) > 0 for every relevant
group g in order to ensure that the model gives a well-defined
solution, in a sense that will become clear when we describe
our algorithm in §5.

4.4 The Group Preference Model
Given a query q, the seeker follows this process, which is

parameterized by a teleportation parameter λ ∈ (0, 1).

1. Choose an arbitrary starting group g.

2. Select a participant p at random using the probability
distribution Aq,g(p).

3. Select a group g′ at random using the probability dis-
tribution Pq,p,g(g

′).

4. With probability λ, sample a discussion group g from
the teleport distribution Dq , and go to step 2.

5. Otherwise, go to step 2 using g′ as the new g.

Eventually, the seeker stops and chooses the discussion group
that they most recently jumped to. Figure 1 illustrates the
first three steps of the process in the context of Twitter. We
are not claiming that real users follow this process, only that
it may model part of the behavior we observe.

5. ALGORITHM AND ANALYSIS
We now describe our algorithm for solving Problem 3.2

using the group preference model. The key observation is
that even though the seeker visits both discussion groups
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Figure 1: The first steps of the group preference
model in the context of Twitter. Starting from a
random discussion group (#sprocketChat), the seeker
jumps to a user randomly using authority scores in
that group, then to a new group according to that
user’s preferences over the current group.

and participants, the model can be represented by the fol-
lowing Markov process over just the groups with the matrix
of transition probabilities M(q) computed as follows:

M(q)g1,g2 = λDq(g2) + (1− λ)
∑

p∈U

Aq,g1(p)Pq,p,g1(g2) (1)

Where U is the set of people who participate in any relevant
group. Each transition probability M(q)g1,g2 in (1) is then
equal to the probability that the seeker lands on g2 given
that the last group they landed on was g1. To understand
why this is true, note that the seeker can land on g2 either
by (a) landing on a participant with a positive preference
for g2, or (b) teleporting directly. Case (b) happens with
probability λDq(g2), where Dq(g2) is the teleport distribu-
tion parameter of the model. To compute the probability
of (a), note that the probability of arriving at g2 through a
participant p is (1 − λ)Aq,g1(p) · Pq,p,g1(g2), and sum over
all participants p. Notice that every query q gives rise to a
different Markov process, and that M(q) is regular so long
as λ > 0. (If we generalize to an arbitrary teleport distribu-
tion Dq, this is why we require (§4.3) that every probability
is positive.)

Given a query q, Algorithm 1 (GroupPreference) com-
putes the stationary distribution of M(q) and ranks the dis-
cussion groups by their stationary probabilities.

5.1 Properties of Algorithm GroupPreference

To help understand the behavior of Algorithm 1 (Group-
Preference), we study how changes in the input data can
affect the ranking. The stationary distribution of a Markov
process can change in unintuitive ways as a result of changes
to the transition probabilities. For example, increasing a
transition probability to one state can increase the station-
ary probabilities of many other states, and when λ is near

Algorithm 1 GroupPreference

Parameters: Authority score function Aq,g(.); Preference
score function Pq,p,g(.); Teleport parameter λ ∈ (0, 1);
Teleport distribution Dq.

Input: A set of candidate discussion groups (Def. 3.1); A
dataset of group interactions; A query q.

Output: A ranking of discussion groups relevant to topic
q.

1: Find all groups g1, . . . , gn where the topic q is mentioned
in some group interaction.

2: Compute the authority and preference scores and tele-
port probabilities Aq,g(p), Pq,p,g(g

′), Dq(g) for every g,
g′, p.

3: Compute the stationary distribution π of the Markov
process M(q) defined in (1).

4: return Groups ranked so g1 >q g2 iff π(g1) > π(g2).

0, a small change can have a large effect. In this section,
we show that our algorithm has many simple and desirable
properties: for example, if a participant shows an increased
preference for a discussion group g, then g’s ranking will not
be negatively affected (Theorem 5.5).

Our first property describes what happens when every
participant prefers one group g1 over another group g2. The
property holds when the teleport distribution is uniform, or
at least does not favor g2 over g1.

Theorem 5.1. If for topic q, every participant always as-
signs a higher preference score to group g1 than g2, and g2
does not have a higher teleport probability, then g1 >q g2.

Proof. The proof is guided by the intuition that when-
ever the seeker is at a participant, the next group they jump
to is more likely to be g1 than g2. Looking at (1), we see
that for every group g, M(q)g,g1 > M(q)g,g2 . It follows
that after one step of the Markov process, the seeker is
more likely to end up at group g1 than g2 — in partic-
ular, taking π to be the stationary distribution, we have
(πM(q))(g1) > (πM(q))(g2). Since π = πM(q), we have
π(g1) > π(g2), so the algorithm will rank g1 >q g2.

Instead of comparing two groups, we can describe what
happens if every user’s preference for one group g1 is high.
This property holds if the teleport distribution is uniform.

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that for topic q, every participant
has a preference of at least α for group g1, regardless of the
previous group g′. If the teleport distribution Dq is uniform,
then no more than 1/α−1 other groups will be ranked higher
than g1.

Proof. First, notice that the stationary probability of
g1 is at least γ = λ 1

n
+ (1 − λ)α. This is true because,

looking at (1), M(q)g,g1 ≥ γ for every group g. Hence,
π(g1) =

∑

g(π(g) · M(q)g,g1) ≥ (
∑

g π(g)) · γ = γ. Using

a similar argument, for every group g, π(g) ≥ λ 1
n

since

M(q)g′,g ≥ λ 1
n

for any g′ and g. Based on these two lower
bounds on the stationary probabilities, we next obtain an
upper bound on the number of groups with large stationary
probability. It is not possible for more than 1/α groups
to have a stationary probability as high as γ: otherwise,
the sum of all stationary probabilities would be more than
nλ 1

n
+ (1/α)(1− λ)α = 1.



The remaining properties restrict how the algorithm’s rank-
ing can change if the input data changes. In each case,
we will consider two datasets T and T ′ of discussion group
interactions. We will assume the preference or authority
scores which result from these datasets (§4.1, §4.2) differ in
some small way. Notationally, we will add T as a param-
eter to the authority and preference scores AT,q,g(p) and
PT,q,p,g(g

′); the teleport distribution DT,q ; the transition
matrix M(T, q)g1,g2 ; and the resulting judgments g1 >T

q g2.
Next, we show that if we add to the dataset a new partic-

ipant who shares a preference with all existing participants,
that preference will still be reflected in the new ranking.
Also, if we add a participant with a preference of α for a
group g1 to a dataset where all existing participants have
such a preference, then g1 will still be ranked in the top
1/α.

Corollary 5.3. Suppose that in T , every participant as-
signs a higher preference score to g1 than g2 and g2 does not
have a higher teleport probability. If the only change from T
to T ′ is the addition of a new person p∗ who also prefers g1
to g2 (that is, teleport probabilities, and preference scores as
well as the proportions between authority scores not involv-

ing p∗, are unchanged), then g1 >T ′

q g2.
Similarly, suppose that in T , every participant assigns a

preference of at least α to g1, and the teleport distribution is
uniform. If the only change from T to T ′ is the addition of
a new person who also has a preference of at least α for g1,
then g1 will be ranked in the top 1/α groups.

This corollary follows because the hypotheses of Theo-
rem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 are still respectively true in dataset
T ′.

Our next two theorems will make use of a result by Chien
et al. [10] about Markov processes, that increasing the transi-
tion probability to a state at the expense of other states can-
not negatively affect that state’s ranking. We re-formulate
their result to be more immediately applicable to our set-
ting.

Theorem 5.4 (Chien et al. [10, Theorem 2.9]).
Consider a regular Markov chain M . Fix some state s1 in
M . Let M ′ be a regular Markov chain over the same set of
states as M , obtained by modifying M as follows. Transi-
tion probabilities to states other than s1 are either decreased
or kept unchanged in M ′, compared to M . Correspondingly,
transition probabilities to s1 are either increased or kept un-
changed (so that the transition probabilities out of any state
sum to 1). In other words, for every s2 6= s1 and every s3,
M ′

s3,s2 ≤ Ms3,s2 (and since the transition probabilities out
of s3 sum to 1, M ′

s3,s1 ≥ Ms3,s1).
Let π and π′ be the stationary distributions of M and M ′

respectively. Then, for any state s4, if πs1 > πs4 , then π′
s1 >

π′
s4 .

Theorem 5.4 allows us to understand the consequences of
various changes by studying their effects on the transition
matrix M(q). Our next two properties say that the algo-
rithm is monotonic in ways that one would expect: the rank
of a discussion group g must not decrease when a partici-
pant’s demonstrated preference for it increases (for example,
because they attended more meetings) or when an avid fan
of the group gains authority.

Theorem 5.5. Suppose that the only change from T to
T ′ is that participant p1 shows an increased preference for
group g1 and a decreased preference for other groups for a
given query q. That is: PT ′,q,p1,g′(g1) ≥ PT,q,p1,g′(g1) for
all g′; PT ′,q,p1,g′(g) ≤ PT,q,p1,g′(g) for all g 6= g1 and all
g′; and all other authority and preference scores and teleport
probabilities are unchanged. Then for any group g2, if g1 >T

q

g2, then g1 >T ′

q g2.

Proof. Since the authority scores and teleport probabil-
ities are unchanged, and preference scores for participants
other than p1 are also unchanged, we can express the change
in the Markov transition matrix (1) as: ∀h1, h2,

M(T ′, q)h1,h2
−M(T, q)h1,h2

=(1− λ)AT,q,h1
(p1)(PT ′,q,p1,h1

(h2)− PT,q,p1,h1
(h2)).

This change is non-negative when h2 = g1 and non-positive
otherwise. So by Theorem 5.4, for any group g2, if g1 >T

q g2,

then g1 >T ′

q g2.

Finally, increasing the authority of group’s fan cannot neg-
atively impact the group’s ranking.

Theorem 5.6. Suppose that participant p1 has an exclu-
sive preference for group g1: PT,q,p1,g′(g1) = 1 for all g′. As-
sume that the only change from T to T ′ is that p1 gains au-
thority. That is: for every group g, AT ′,q,g(p1) ≥ AT,q,g(p1);
for every group g and participant p 6= p1, AT ′,q,g(p) ≤
AT,q,g(p); and all other authority and preference scores and
teleport probabilities are unchanged. Then for any group g2,

if g1 >T
q g2, then g1 >T ′

q g2.

Proof. Notice that for any groups g and g′ where g′ 6=
g1, and any participant p,

AT ′,q,g(p)PT ′,q,p(g
′) ≤ AT,q,g(p)PT,q,p(g

′).

(For user p1, this is true because p1’s preference for g′ is
zero.) It follows that M(T ′, q)g,g′ ≤ M(T, q)g,g′ . So by

Theorem 5.4, for any group g2, if g1 >T
q g2, then g1 >T ′

q

g2.

In §5.2, we describe a scenario showing an advantage of
Algorithm 1 over simpler approaches. In §6, we evaluate the
algorithm experimentally.

5.2 Comparison to Naïve Approaches
Instead of using Algorithm 1, one could rank the discus-

sion groups relevant to a topic q based simply on the number
of people who attend meetings, the number of interactions
in the groups, or some similar metric. One problem with
such näıve rankings is that very popular groups which are
not about topic q, but where topic q arises incidentally, can
dominate smaller groups whose main focus is q. For exam-
ple, if q is a disease and a celebrity is diagnosed with it,
then a Twitter chat about celebrities might see a surge of
messages about q that is much greater in volume then any
discussion on the Twitter chats that are focused on topic q.

To understand the advantage of Algorithm 1, consider the
following scenario, illustrated in Figure 2:

Scenario 5.7. There is a set of discussion groups Gpop,
which we think of as being popular, but barely relevant to the
topic q. There is a very large set F of participants whom we
think of as fans of groups in Gpop and uninterested in q. We
assume the following two properties:
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Popular
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People

People interested in q don’t prefer popular but ir-
relevant groups, and fans of popular groups don’t
have authority in relevant groups.

People interested in q support the best group g∗,
and have high authority scores in relevant groups.

Figure 2: Illustration of Scenario 5.7. A set of
popular but irrelevant groups has many fans. The
most relevant group g∗ has fewer supporters, but
the whole community of relevant groups gives au-
thority to them. Under the right conditions, g∗ will
be ranked at the top (Thm. 5.8).

• Non-fans p 6∈ F who mention topic q give small pref-
erence scores to Gpop: ∀g′,

∑

g∈Gpop
Pq,p,g′(g) < ǫ.

• Fans p ∈ F do not have a strong interest in q, so
they have small authority scores in the groups that are
focused on the topic: ∀g 6∈ Gpop,

∑

p∈F Aq,g(p) < ǫ.

Theorem 5.8. In Scenario 5.7, let Dpop =
∑

g∈Gpop
Dq(g)

be the total teleport probability of the non-relevant groups.
Suppose that there is some relevant group g∗ 6∈ Gpop for
which every non-fan p 6∈ F has a preference of at least
8
7
(β+ λ

1−λ
Dpop)/(1−β), where β = Dpop+

2ǫ
λ

and 0 < λ < 1.

Then, if ǫ < 1
8
, then Algorithm 1 will rank group g∗ above

every group in Gpop. (This holds true even if there are many
more fans than non-fans and the groups in Gpop have many
more tweets than the other groups.)

Proof. Let π be the stationary distribution of M(q). For
a group g, let πg denote its probability π(g) under distribu-
tion π, and for a set of groups G, let πG =

∑

g∈G π(g).

Similarly, let dg denote the probability d(g) of a group g
under an arbitrary distribution d, and for a set of groups G,
let dG =

∑

g∈G d(g). We will first show that πGpop is small
and then show that πg∗ is large.

To show πGpop is small, note that πGpop = (πM(q))Gpop .
We will start by considering (dM(q))Gpop for an arbitrary

distribution d. First, note that

(dM(q))Gpop =
∑

g2∈Gpop

(dM(q))g2

=
∑

g2∈Gpop

∑

g1

M(q)g1,g2dg1

=
∑

g1

dg1
(

∑

g2∈Gpop

M(q)g1,g2
)

.

Considering the cases g1 ∈ Gpop and g1 6∈ Gpop separately,
we can write this expression as (dM(q))Gpop = A+B, where

A =
∑

g1∈Gpop

dg1
(

∑

g2∈Gpop

M(q)g1,g2
)

and

B =
∑

g1 6∈Gpop

dg1
(

∑

g2∈Gpop

M(q)g1,g2
)

.

For any g1 ∈ Gpop,

∑

g2∈Gpop

M(q)g1,g2

=
∑

g2∈Gpop

λDq(g2) + (1− λ)
∑

g2∈Gpop

∑

p∈U

Aq,g1(p)Pq,p,g1(g2)

=λDpop + (1− λ)
∑

p∈U

(

Aq,g1(p)
∑

g2∈Gpop

Pq,p,g1(g2)
)

≤λDpop + (1− λ)
∑

p∈U

Aq,g1(p)

≤λDpop + (1− λ).

As a result,

A ≤ dGpop(λDpop + (1− λ)).

For any g1 6∈ Gpop,

∑

g2∈Gpop

M(q)g1,g2

=
∑

g2∈Gpop

λDq(g2) + (1− λ)
∑

g2∈Gpop

∑

p∈U

Aq,g1(p)Pq,p,g1(g2)

=λDpop + (1− λ)
(

∑

p∈F

(

Aq,g1(p)
∑

g2∈Gpop

Pq,p,g1(g2)
)

+
∑

p 6∈F

(

Aq,g1(p)
∑

g2∈Gpop

Pq,p,g1(g2)
))

≤λDpop + (1− λ)
(

∑

p∈F

Aq,g1(p) +
∑

p 6∈F

Aq,g1(p)ǫ
)

≤λDpop + (1− λ)(2ǫ)

where the last two inequalities hold because of the two prop-
erties described in Scenario 5.7. Therefore

B ≤ (1− dGpop)(λDpop + (1− λ)(2ǫ)).

Combining the bounds for A and B, we get

(dM(q))Gpop ≤dGpop (λDpop + (1− λ))

+ (1− dGpop )(λDpop + (1− λ)(2ǫ))

=λDpop + (1− λ)(dGpop + 2ǫ(1− dGpop)).



In particular, the total stationary probability of Gpop sat-
isfies

πGpop = (πM(q))Gpop ≤ λDpop+(1−λ)(πGpop+2ǫ(1−πGpop )),

so that,
λπGpop ≤ πGpop (1 − (1 − λ)(1 − 2ǫ)) ≤ λDpop + (1 − λ)2ǫ,
and hence,

πGpop ≤ Dpop + 2ǫ 1−λ
λ

= β − 2ǫ. (2)

Next, we will show that the stationary probability of g∗ is
high. For any discussion group g 6∈ Gpop, we have

M(q)g,g∗ ≥(1− λ)
∑

p 6∈F

Aq,g(p)Pq,p,g(g∗)

≥ 8
7
(1− λ)

β+λDpop/(1−λ)

1−β

∑

p 6∈F

Aq,g(p)

(Recall that
∑

p 6∈F Aq,g(p) ≥ 1− ǫ > 7
8
.)

>(1− λ)
β+λDpop/(1−λ)

1−β

and so for any distribution d,

(dM(q))g∗ ≥ (1− λ)(1− dGpop )
β+λDpop/(1−λ)

1−β
.

We have:

πg∗ = (πM(q))g∗ ≥(1− λ)(1− πGpop )
β+λDpop/(1−λ)

1−β

>(1− λ)(1− β)
β+λDpop/(1−λ)

1−β

=β − 2ǫ ≥ πGpop .

6. EXPERIMENTS
We present the results of running our algorithm on one

year of tweets. We begin with the experimental setup and
data description, and then explain our evaluation methodol-
ogy. We show empirically that our algorithm performs sig-
nificantly better than the baseline with respect to different
performance measures. We also present qualitative results.

6.1 Experimental Setup
We obtained the set of all English language tweets posted

in a 12 month time period starting from 6/2012. Given the
scale of this data (several petabytes), we implemented our
algorithm in the SCOPE language [9] and ran it offline over a
large distributed computing cluster. We extracted the set of
all distinct hashtags used in this timeframe, and the tweets
associated with each hashtag, along with their correspond-
ing users and timestamps. We processed each tweet message
to extract the hashtags and the noun phrases present in the
tweet (using a Part-of-Speech Tagger). The noun phrases
serve to capture the potential queries that the tweet con-
tains. Underutilized hashtags were removed (present in less
than 60 tweets or used by less than 10 people), as were un-
derutilized queries (less than 100 tweets).

Identifying Twitter Discussion Groups The set of Twit-
ter Discussion Groups was determined as per §3. We con-
sider the activity for the hashtag during each week, and
analyze the fraction of the activity occurring during every
possible duration of a short window of time each. In our
implementation, we used w = 2 hours as the window length,
and considered discrete time windows starting at every hour
and half hour (since participants are likely to agree to meet

at a round time such as 3:30 or 4:00). We then check if there
is significant activity in the window with the largest activity
during the week. We denote the window with the largest
activity during the week as a “meeting” if at least γ = 20%
of the activity for the hashtag in that week occurred during
this window. We only consider the window with the largest
activity during the week under the reasonable assumption
that a large group of people are unlikely to have time to
participate in multiple meetings in the same week. For a
hashtag to be considered a discussion group, there should
have been at least m = 10 weeks containing valid meet-
ings. We obtained a total of 27K discussion groups using
the above process.

Selecting candidate queries for ranking Since our algo-
rithm is query-specific, we need to identify a set of represen-
tative queries against which to perform our evaluation. The
union of all the noun phrases in the tweets gave us a set of 27
million potential queries, but a large fraction of them were
phrases that were unrealistic as real queries (for example,
phrases such as “someone”, “next week” or “great day”). We
sought a list of queries that capture how seekers query for
groups, and queries posed to Yahoo Groups provided such
a collection. We collected queries posed to Yahoo Groups
based on five months of browsing behavior. After intersect-
ing these queries with the set that we gathered from tweets,
we were left with 2K queries.

A limitation of using Yahoo Group queries is that there
may be Yahoo Groups not present on Twitter, and Twitter
Discussion groups not present in Yahoo. Note that since
no Twitter Discussion Group search engine exists, we are
unable to use an existing query log for the purpose of our
experiment. Rather, we are using Yahoo Group queries as a
proxy for how people seek online communities.

Ground Truth Creation To evaluate the performance of
our algorithm, we next need to obtain a ground truth ranked
hashtag list for each query. However, given the number of
candidate hashtags, this is clearly impossible to create man-
ually — even for a few of the 2K candidate queries. Instead,
we rely on an approach to obtain a (noisy) list of ground
truth hashtags for each of a small set of queries, and then
manually clean the list. For each candidate query, we iden-
tify a list of Twitter self-declared enthusiasts by selecting
people who mention the query phrase in their Twitter pro-
file. This is a simple approach and quite prone to error, e.g.,
Jimmy Fallon (comedian) claims to be an astrophysicist in
his Twitter profile [19]. We note that better techniques exist
for identifying true experts, e.g., [16, 19, 21, 26, 31, 41, 43]
and these could perform better. We leave this as a potential
direction for future work. Nevertheless, given the limited
space allowed for a Twitter profile, people who explicitly
mention the query (for example, “camera”) in their Twitter
profile, are more likely to be enthused (enjoy photography)
than a random person who has merely used the query in a
few tweets. For each query, we then rank hashtags based on
their popularity among the tweets of the enthusiasts corre-
sponding to the query. More specifically, we obtain a ranked
list of hashtags for each query, where the ranking is based
on the number of enthusiasts that have written tweets con-
taining the query and the hashtag.

From among the 2K candidate queries, we were able to
obtain this enthusiast ranking for only around 600 queries



(for the remaining queries, we could not find enough en-
thusiasts who mentioned the query in their profile). Note
that this coverage issue is another critical shortcoming of
this method, and is the main reason why this cannot be a
candidate algorithm for the discussion group ranking prob-
lem, even though it is used in creating the ground truth and
(as seen later) has very good performance on the queries for
which it returns an answer.

A manual evaluation of the enthusiast based ranking re-
vealed that while the ranking had good precision for most
queries, it had two shortcomings: first, it did not have suffi-
cient recall and failed to report hashtags that we manually
found to be very relevant to the query (e.g., #photography-
chat for the query, “camera” and #tl_chat for the query
“travel”, both of which are highly relevant Twitter discus-
sion groups) and second, there were some queries on which
its precision was quite poor.

To resolve these issues, we resorted to the pooling method
in information retrieval [49] and manually created the final
ground truth as follows: for each query, we pooled together
the top 10 hashtags output by the above enthusiast rank-
ing, the baselines, and our algorithm. We then asked a hu-
man assessor to consider each of these candidate hashtags in
the pool, and manually annotate the hashtag (by scanning
through the set of tweets corresponding to the hashtag, and
performing a web search for information related to the hash-
tag) on a four-point graded relevance scale (with 3-being
most relevant to the query, and 0 being irrelevant). Note
that the human assessor did not have access to any infor-
mation about which algorithm(s) generated the candidate
hashtag in the pool. Since this process is extremely labor-
intensive, we considered only the top 10 results from each
algorithm for a given query, and restricted the set of queries
for which we generated ground-truth rankings by sampling
50 queries from among the 600 candidate queries.

6.2 Implementation choices
Next we list the various implementation choices related to

our model.

Authority Score We consider four different methods for
assigning participants an authority score to capture how au-
thoritative they are with respect to the discussion group and
the query. (1) Noun-Frequency based Authority (Noun-
FreqWeights): For each query and hashtag, we compute
the authority score of a participant according to how many of
their tweets contain both the query and the hashtag. A par-
ticipant that tweets a lot about the query in the context of
that hashtag is considered more authoritative than a partic-
ipant with only a few tweets containing the (query, hashtag)
pair. (2) @-mention Authority (@-mentionWeights): For
each query and hashtag, we compute a participant’s author-
ity score according to the number of times the participant
is @-mentioned in the context of the query and the hashtag.
A participant that is @-messaged frequently in tweets con-
taining the (query, hashtag) pair is considered more author-
itative. (3) Follower Authority (FollowerWeights): We
compute a participant’s authority score according to how
many followers they have on Twitter. A snapshot of the
complete Twitter follower group was used to obtain follower
counts. (4) Equal Authority (EqualWeights): For each
query and hashtag, we give equal weights to all participants.

We report the performance of our algorithm with respect
to each of these authority scores.

Teleport Distribution As described in §4, the teleport
distribution for the random jumps in our group preference
model can be either unweighted, or weighted according to
the hashtag to which we are teleporting. We experiment
with both options. For the unweighted case, the probabil-
ity is divided among all hashtags equally. For the weighted
case, we divide this probability among hashtags based on
the fraction of tweets of this hashtag that contain the spe-
cific query. That is, the teleportation process is biased to-
wards hashtags in which the query occurs more frequently.
The intuition behind weighing the teleportation process is
that if the input graph for the PageRank computation con-
tains a few disjoint connected components, then ranking
the hashtags across these two clusters would normally (in
the unweighted case) depend only on the relative sizes of
the components. By weighing the teleport distribution, we
can factor in the query-specific popularity of hashtags when
comparing hashtags from different connected components.
As we will observe in the experimental results, weighting
the teleport process significantly improves the quality of our
rankings.

Preference Score As described in §4, a key component
of our GroupPreference algorithm is the computation of
preference scores. For any fixed query, participant, and last
group g, these scores form a probability distribution repre-
senting the participant’s preference for different groups g′.
Hence, for a fixed query and a fixed participant, these scores
can be viewed as a probability transition matrix over groups.
For computing a participant’s preference between hashtags
(groups) g and g′, we wish to only use Twitter data corre-
sponding to the time when the participant was “aware” of
both the hashtags. We define the participant’s awareness-
time for a hashtag as the first time when they tweeted with
that hashtag. Using this definition, we then restrict the
tweets of the participant to the time-period starting from
the later of the awareness time for g and g′. For this time-
period, we compute the number of meetings of g and g′

attended by the participant for the given query (i.e., the
number of two-hour windows within which the participant
posted at least one tweet containing the hashtag and the
query). We define the transition from g to g′ (resp. g′ to
g) to be valid, if the participant has attended “significantly
more” (we use a relative difference threshold of 0.1 for esti-
mating significance) meetings of g′ compared to g (resp. g
compared to g′). The combined transition probability of 1
from g is then equally divided among all valid transitions
from g. If the participant does not have a significant pref-
erence for any group g′ over g (and hence there is no valid
transition from g), we assign a transition probability of 1
from g to itself. Formally, for query q and participant p, let
Gpref

q,p,g denote the set of groups for which p has significant

preference over group g. If Gpref
q,p,g is non-empty, then we set

Pq,p,g(g
′) = 1/|Gpref

q,p,g | for g′ ∈ Gpref
q,p,g , and Pq,p,g(g

′) = 0 for

g′ 6∈ Gpref
q,p,g. If G

pref
q,p,g is empty, then we set Pq,p,g(g) = 1 and

Pq,p,g(g
′) = 0 for any g′ different from g.

6.3 Baseline Algorithms
We compared our GroupPreference algorithm against

the following baselines, all of which correspond to various



intuitive notions of the popularity of a discussion group on
Twitter with respect to a given query.

User Frequency-based Ranking Algorithm (UFA):
For each query, we assign a score to each hashtag based on
the number of distinct participants that have posted tweets
containing the given hashtag and query.

TFIDF Algorithm (TFIDF): We treat all tweets cor-
responding to a hashtag as a document. For each query, we
rank hashtags by their TFIDF scores [42].

Tweet Ratio-based Ranking Algorithm (TRA): For
each query, we assign a score to each hashtag based on the
ratio of the number of tweets containing that hashtag di-
vided by the number of tweets containing both the hashtag
and the query.

In addition to the above three baselines, we also compare
our algorithm against the enthusiast ranking (Enthusiast-
Preference) algorithm mentioned previously, that was used
for creating the ground truth. As mentioned previously,
while this is not a practical algorithm due to its extremely
low coverage of queries, we still use it as an upper bound for
a practical ranking algorithm and compare our algorithms
against the performance of EnthusiastPreference.

6.4 Evaluation Metrics
For our evaluation, we compute metrics for each algorithm

by comparing it with the ground truth ranking. For a given
query, let A and G be the ranked list of discussion groups
identified by an algorithm and by the ground truth respec-
tively, with A[i] (resp. G[i]) being the ith discussion group.
For every discussion group p, let R(p) ∈ [0, 3] be the ground
truth relevance rating provided by the human assessor. We
define the following metrics [46]:

Weighted Precision: The WeightedPrecision @K of the

algorithm at the top K rank is
∑K

i=1 R(A[i])

3K
.

Weighted Recall: The WeightedRecall @K of the algo-

rithm at the top K rank is
∑K

i=1 R(A[i])
∑

p∈G R(p)

WeightedMean Average Precision: TheWeightedMAP
of the algorithm is 1

|G|
·
∑

p∈(G∩A) WeightedPrecision @rp,A,

where rp,A is the rank of group p in A.
NDCG: The NDCG@K of the algorithm at the top K

rank is DCG(A)
DCG(G)

, where DCG(A) = R(A[1]) +
∑K

i=2
R(A[i])
log2 i

.

In addition, we also compute the unweighted versions of
the above metrics corresponding to precision (Precision @K),
recall (Recall @K) and Mean Average Precision (MAP).

For the unweighted metrics, the relevance rating of a group
is rounded to 1 if R(p) ≥ 2 and 0 otherwise. We set K = 5.

6.5 Results of Implementation Choices
Teleport Distribution We first study the effect of varying
the teleport probability from 0 to 1, with NounFreqWei-
ghts as the authority score. From Table 1, we first observe
the significant benefit of having a non-zero teleport proba-
bility. This observation can be explained by the presence
of several disjoint connected components of varying sizes in
the graph formed over hashtags. For example, the graph
over hashtags for the query “photography” consists of two
large connected components: the first component consists of
highly relevant groups such as #photographytips, #photo-
tips, #photog and #photochat, while the second component
consists of several less relevant hashtags such as #north-

easthour, #yorkshirehour, #bathhour and #devonhour. In
the absence of the option to teleport, the surfer may get

stuck in the less relevant component. Even with a small
teleport probability, the surfer is able to explore compo-
nents containing relevant hashtags, and consequently, our
algorithm is able to rank such hashtags higher.

As the teleport probability is increased, the performance
improves initially, maximizing at 0.25, and then drops be-
cause the surfer teleports too often instead of moving to-
wards better hashtags. Hence, we chose 0.25 as the teleport
probability for further analysis. We next validate the benefit
of having a biased teleport distribution (Table 2), confirming
that it is desirable to factor in the query-specific popularity
of hashtags instead of teleporting uniformly.

Authority Score We present a comparison of different au-
thority scores in Table 3. We were at first surprised to ob-
serve similar performance across different authority scores,
since these scores correspond to orthogonal signals. In fact,
giving equal weight to all participants performed slightly
better than the other three authority scores. A possible ex-
planation is that for a given query, the signal to discriminate
highly relevant hashtags from highly irrelevant hashtags are
spread across many participants, and the aggregate prefer-
ence captures this signal irrespective of the weights given to
the participants. The participants may differ in their finer
preferences over relevant hashtags (e.g., between #rosechat

and #gardenchat for the query “garden”), and hence, while
the authority scores can influence the final relative ordering
of two highly relevant hashtags, our metrics are unaffected if
the positions of two such groups are swapped. Even though
the authority scores did not significantly influence the per-
formance measures at the aggregate level, we did observe
relatively large variance in performance at the level of indi-
vidual queries.

6.6 Performance Results
We next compare the performance of our algorithm (with

NounFreqWeights as the authority score) with the three
baselines, and the enthusiast-based ranking in Table 4. We
observe that our algorithm significantly outperforms the best
baseline, TFIDF along all seven metrics. Our algorithm im-
proves TFIDF by 30% with respect to mean average preci-
sion (0.437 vs 0.336), about 25% with respect to weighted
mean average precision (0.309 vs 0.246), and about 20% with
respect to NDCG (0.488 vs 0.404). With respect to these
three metrics, our algorithm achieves about 70% of the per-
formance of EnthusiastPreference, which, as noted ear-
lier, is not a practical algorithm but can serve as an upper
bound.

Qualitative Evaluation of Rankings
To provide qualitative insights into the ranking algorithms,

we next highlight the top-3 Twitter hashtags retrieved by
the different algorithms for 4 representative queries, in Ta-
ble 5. (We omitted the UFA baseline due to its poor per-
formance.) A quick scan on Twitter of the tweets related
to the retrieved hashtags will reveal that for most of these
queries, the GroupPreference algorithm clearly retrieves
more relevant groups compared to the baselines, and per-
forms almost as well as EnthusiastPreference. For ex-
ample, for the query “garden”, both GroupPreference
and EnthusiastPreference retrieve a weekly Twitter group
about gardening enthusiasts (#gardenchat) as the top hash-
tag (though EnthusiastPreference also retrieves another



related Twitter group related to roses (#rosechat). On the
other hand, the baselines results are not very relevant. In-
deed, TFIDF returns a hashtag related to Justin Bieber’s
“Believe Tour”at Madison Square Garden, simply due to the
sheer number of tweets containing both“#believetour” and
“garden”. Similarly, for the query “resume”, GroupPref-
erence returns three relevant weekly Twitter groups about
jobs and hiring (#omcchat, #animalchat and #hfchat), and
outperforms all the other algorithms that return at least one
group that is not a discussion group (for example, #jobfair
or #forbesgreatesthits). For the query “hotels”, both
GroupPreference and EnthusiastPreference return a
travel-related weekly Twitter group as the top-ranked hash-
tag (#tni and #ttot respectively), whereas the baselines’
top hashtag is not as relevant (#dimiami is a Miami-specific
travel hashtag).

7. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Group selection is admittedly more complicated than com-

bining preference with authoritativeness. For example, among
two groups that equally discuss a topic, the group that is
more open to outsiders may be more preferable. The age
and size of a group may also play a role in that mature, size-
able groups may be less welcome to newbies than younger,
smaller groups. There are other potential factors [24]: for
example, the quality of the relationships in the group (both
online and offline), whether participant privacy is respected,
and how conflict is handled (netiquette). Our work implic-
itly uses these signals by following the trail of participation
left by authoritative users, but explicit use of such signals
may lead to better solutions.

Personalized group ranking is another potential direction.
For example, the demographic makeup of a group (race, gen-
der, age) may be used to match a user’s demographic. The
language/vocabulary of a group is known to impact further
participation [5, 18] and consequently may be used to im-
prove ranking. The nature of groups that a user already par-
ticipates in may also be an indication of the kinds of groups
the user wishes to join. Richer graph structure signals such
as the number of friends that a person has in the group and
how connected their friends are could also be useful [2].

Furthermore, varying query types may call for varying
groups. If the query suggests a user seeking knowledge or
new expertise about a subject, then groups that frequently
invite outside experts to answer questions may be more de-
sirable. Other queries may suggest users seeking groups for
humor or entertainment, and this could be another factor
that improves ranking.

Moreover, the dynamic nature of Twitter implies that the
best venue to discuss a topic may shift over time. In ad-
dition, participant authoritativeness may rise and fall over
time. It would be valuable to understand and character-
ize when and how often these changes occur. If the ground
truth changes repeatedly, then methods may be needed to
quickly detect these shifts and rerank groups accordingly.

Our goal in ranking groups is to connect a new user to a
group of like-minded users. The true test of whether our al-
gorithm works is if users positively respond to our ranking.
To that end, a practical direction is to build a system that
runs our ranking algorithm periodically, and allows users
to obtain the most recently computed ranked lists of dis-
cussion groups corresponding to their issued queries. One
concern that needs to be addressed prior to deployment is

determining which groups want to be found. Even though
these conversations take place in “public”, some participants
may hide in obscurity [22], e.g., believe that their conver-
sations are invisible to current search engines, or communi-
cate with fake accounts. Another concern is the potential
consequences of overwhelming these groups with new mem-
bers, e.g., message overload [8, 29]. Historically, groups have
found ways to cope with large membership, e.g., by splitting
into smaller groups, by geography or subtopic.
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Teleport Probability Precision Recall MAP Weighted Precision Weighted Recall Weighted MAP

0.00 0.091 0.110 0.083 0.092 0.117 0.068

0.15 0.395 0.486 0.425 0.347 0.437 0.303

0.25 0.395 0.491 0.437 0.350 0.447 0.309

0.50 0.382 0.463 0.423 0.332 0.412 0.297

0.75 0.364 0.451 0.414 0.323 0.408 0.288

1.00 0.350 0.440 0.391 0.306 0.395 0.271

Table 1: Effect of Varying Teleport Probability

Teleport Bias Precision Recall MAP Weighted Precision Weighted Recall Weighted MAP

Uniform 0.177 0.224 0.169 0.171 0.211 0.131

Biased 0.395 0.491 0.437 0.350 0.447 0.309

Table 2: Benefit of Non-uniform Teleport Distribution

Authority Score Precision Recall MAP Weighted Precision Weighted Recall Weighted MAP

NounFreqWeights 0.395 0.491 0.437 0.350 0.447 0.309

FollowerWeights 0.377 0.467 0.461 0.345 0.433 0.330

@-mentionWeights 0.382 0.467 0.467 0.341 0.423 0.332

EqualWeights 0.400 0.485 0.479 0.359 0.446 0.340

Table 3: Empirical Analysis of Different Authority Scores

Algorithm Precision Recall MAP Weighted Precision Weighted Recall Weighted MAP NDCG

UFA 0.236 0.280 0.232 0.212 0.277 0.168 0.301

TRA 0.273 0.377 0.313 0.245 0.348 0.217 0.362

TFIDF 0.309 0.362 0.336 0.288 0.366 0.246 0.404

GroupPreference 0.395 0.491 0.437 0.350 0.447 0.309 0.488

EnthusiastPreference 0.532 0.706 0.611 0.480 0.636 0.446 0.691

Table 4: Performance of Different Algorithms

Query TFIDF TRA GroupPreference EnthusiastPref-
erence

garden #believetour #beastmode

#knicks

#fuego #joedirt

#count

#gardenchat #fuego

#joedirt

#gardenchat

#growyourown

#rosechat

hotels #dimiami #united #ttot #dimiami #tune-

hotelquiz #dolceho-

tels

#tl_chat #trav-

eltuesday #tni

#ttot #traveltuesday

#barcelona

photogra-
phers

#photog #togchat #pho-

totips

#photographychat

#togchat #the-

gridlive

#photographychat

#phototips #togchat

#photog #scotland

#sbs

resume #forbesgreatesthits

#hfchat #sctop10
#momken #resuchat

#hfchat

#omcchat #animalchat

#hfchat

#hfchat #jobhuntchat

#jobfair

Table 5: Sample Discussion Group Rankings using Different Algorithms


